### Outstanding Children’s Program

**All That**
All That is a sketch comedy show that features twists on pop culture and relatable moments in kids’ lives. With a diverse cast of comedians, musical performances from today’s hottest artists, and occasional surprise guests.

**Anne With An E**
A plucky orphan whose passions run deep finds an unlikely home with a spinster and her soft-spoken bachelor brother. Based on Anne of Green Gables.

**Are You Afraid Of The Dark?**
Through three hour-long specials, Are You Afraid of the Dark? introduces an entirely new Midnight Society group of kids who tell a terrifying tale about the Carnival of Doom, only to have the events of the story come to life.

**Fuller House**
The Tanner family's adventures continue as DJ Tanner-Fuller shares a home with her sister Stephanie and friend Kimmy who help raise her three boys.

**Gabby Duran & The Unsittables**
Gabby Duran & the Unsittables is a family comedy series starring actress and musician Kylie Cantrall as Gabby, a courageous 13-year-old girl who inadvertently lands a job babysitting an unruly group of VIP extraterrestrial children who are hiding out on Earth disguised as everyday kids.

**Henry Danger**
Henry Hart landed his dream job as Kid Danger, superhero sidekick to Captain Man. This year Henry and his team of friends will face some of their biggest challenges. From powerful new villains, to the loss of Kid Danger's superpowers, nothing can prepare our team for the difficulties to come.

**Jim Henson’s The Dark Crystal: Age Of Resistance**
Jim Henson’s The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance returns to the world of Thra, with an all new adventure. When three young Geffling discover the horrifying secret behind the Skeksis’ power, they set out on an epic journey to ignite the fires of rebellion and save their world.

**Marvel’s Hero Project**
Marvel’s Hero Project reveals the positive change several young heroes are making in their own communities. These young heroes have dedicated their lives to selfless acts of bravery and kindness, and now, Marvel celebrates them as the true Super Heroes they are.

**Raising Dion**
Dion's a smart, sensitive boy with mind-blowing superpowers -- and a fiercely protective mom who'll shield him at all costs.
Raven's Home
Raven's Home is a spinoff of That's So Raven and follows the mishaps and adventures of Raven Baxter's son Booker, who has inherited her ability to see into the future. Raven and Booker's visions often collide as they try to manage their hectic but loving household of family and friends.

Shop Class
Shop Class task young builders with designing, making, and testing unique creations. In each episode of the carpentry based competition, a panel of experts will evaluate and test their work based on design creativity, and build functionality. In the finale episode, one team will be named "Shop Class" Champs.

Star Wars Resistance
After escaping the First Order, Kaz and the crew of the Colossus must navigate a dangerous galaxy with the hope of redeeming a friend recruited by enemy forces.

Sydney To The Max
Set in the present day with flashbacks to the 1990s, this daughter/father comedy follows Sydney who lives with her single dad Max and her free-spirited grandmother Judy. As Sydney navigates becoming a teenager alongside her bestie Olive, Max's flashbacks of his childhood with his best friend Leo parallel her adventures.

We Are The Dream: The Kids Of The Oakland MLK Oratorical Fest
Featuring the young people of Oakland, California, who take center stage to honor Dr. Martin Luther King Jr and compete in the annual MLK Oratorical Fest, a public speaking competition celebrating the power of kids’ voices and the unique community that supports them.

What Happened On September 11
An introduction to the events of September 11, 2001 for a young audience featuring personal stories from survivors and family members, historical segments, and classroom scenes exploring 9/11 through artwork and poetry.
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